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Epistasis in natural populations of a predominantly
selfing plant
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Populations of predominantly selfing plant species often
show spatial genetic structure but little is known whether
epistatic gene interactions are spatially structured. To detect
a possible epistatic effect and a spatial scale at which it
operates, we created artificial crosses between plants
spanning a range of fixed distances from 1 to 400 m in three
populations of wild barley. The self-pollinated and crossed
progeny (F1) and two generations of segregated progeny
(F2 and F3) were tested in experimentally simulated population
environments for relative performance (RP). The measured
fitness traits included number of seeds, total seed weight and
seed germination. For any of these traits, there was no
association between RP of F1, F2 and F3 plants and either
pairwise kinship coefficients or crossing distance. In contrast,
in all three populations, we found lower seed viability of

outcrossed as compared with self-pollinated genotypes in the
first generation of segregation. However, in the F3 generation
this outbreeding effect disappeared in the two populations and
greatly decreased in the third population. For seed production,
heterosis in F1 and outbreeding depression in F2 were
observed only in the population with unusually high number
of heterozygotes. Our findings support the view that in selfing
species a spatial mosaic of various locally abundant geno-
types represents not randomly fixed combinations of alleles
but the co-adapted gene complexes that were sieved by
selection, while heterozygotes are characteristic for the
transient phase of this process, when segregation and purging
of maladaptive genotypes have not yet occurred.
Heredity advance online publication, 16 June 2010;
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Introduction

Epistasis, defined as any form of gene interaction (Fisher,
1918) has been recognized for its importance in the
evolution of natural populations (Whitlock et al., 1995;
Wolf et al., 2000). Epistasis can be positive or negative
depending on a relative fitness of the extreme as
compared with the intermediate genotypes. The most
powerful method for detecting epistasis is experimental
hybridization of individuals from differentiated gene
pools and analysis of the progeny (Fenster et al., 1997).
Reduced fitness of progeny as compared with their
parents, known as hybrid breakdown or outbreeding
depression, evidences the positive epistatic effect. Alter-
natively, hybrid vigor (heterosis) can be detected in F1

hybrids as a result of overdominance or fixation of
maladaptive genotypes under no gene flow.

Factors that limit or prevent recombination are expec-
ted to facilitate development of inter-locus interactions
and creation of coadapted gene combinations. Selfing is
known to reduce efficient recombination throughout the
genome and to increase isolation between individuals
and populations (Nordborg, 2000; Charlesworth, 2003).

Although mating system is not a simple predictor of
levels of linkage disequilibrium (Morrell et al., 2003,
2005), high linkage disequilibrium (LD) is an important
feature of inbreeding species (for example, Nordborg
et al., 2002; Garris et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2003; Hamblin
et al., 2004) that can lead to small effective sizes of local
demes and spatial structure even within populations
(Charlesworth, 2003; Siol et al., 2007). Therefore, selfing is
one of the evolutionary avenues to development and
maintenance of coadapted gene complexes through
creation of epistatic combinations of alleles with im-
proved fitness (Fenster et al., 1997). In contrast, the
negative epistatic effect of creation of maladaptive geno-
types through reduced gene flow and increased genetic
drift, under selfing will also be reinforced (Kondrashov,
1988; Charlesworth, 1990). Spatial genetic structure is a
common phenomenon in predominantly selfing plant
species (Allard et al., 1972; Brown and Kodric-Brown,
1977; Golenberg, 1987; Bonnin et al., 2001; Siol et al., 2007,
2008), but little is known regarding the contribution of
either negative or positive epistasis to this structuring.

In spite of a great increase in interest in understanding
effects of crossing between genetically divergent
lineages in the last decade (Hufford and Mazer, 2003;
Tallmon et al., 2004; Edmands, 2007) very few studies of
intraspecific hybridization in plants were conducted
on selfing species, and usually at a spatial scale ranging
from hundreds of meters to hundreds of kilometers
(reviewed in Campbell and Waser, 2001; Edmands, 2007).
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However, spatial genetic structure was observed in
autogamous or partially selfing plants at a much lower
scale (Hamrick and Holden, 1979; Lonn, 1993; Williams,
1994; Volis et al., 2004a). There are three possible routes
for divergent epistasis to evolve. The structure of
genetically divergent neighborhoods can be a result of
divergent selection resulting from spatial heterogeneity,
for example, soil or microclimatic differences (Allard
et al., 1972; Latta et al., 2004; Johansen-Morris and Latta,
2006; Ramakrishnan et al., 2006). Such structure can be
also caused by genetic drift under limited seed and
pollen dispersal (Williams, 1994; Siol et al., 2008), and
strongly resemble the micro-environmental selection
effect when seed dispersal and environmental hetero-
geneity occur at similar scale (Volis et al., 2004a). Finally,
a mosaic of different genetic neighborhoods can result
from a combination of uniform selection and drift. In the
latter case, homogeneous environment selects for multi-
ple solutions (‘adaptive peaks’) through creation of
different coadapted gene combinations (Wright, 1931).

The vast majority of intraspecific hybridization studies
crossed divergent ecotypes, or used geographic distance
as a proxy to environmental differences between loca-
tions. In contrast, studies of uniform selection effects are
very rare (Parker, 1992; Bieri and Kawecki, 2003). In this
study, we were interested in distinguishing effects of
genetic drift and uniform selection in creation of the
spatial genetic structure under predominant self-pollina-
tion. We put forth the following alternative hypotheses:
(i) in the case that spatial structure in a predominantly
selfing plant species is a result of genetic drift under
limited gene flow with fixation of random and often
maladaptive gene combinations, then within-population
hybridization events will lead to heterosis with no
outbreeding depression in the following generations of
selfing; (ii) if both genetic drift and natural selection
operate, only the best fit gene combinations will become
fixed in sub-populations, and hybridization will lead to
outbreeding depression either in the F1 (no heterosis) or
from the F2 generation onward (heterosis is present).
A scale at which these processes are detectable is related
to the distance of effective seed and pollen dispersal,
and can be evident in a relationship of genetic related-
ness with spatial distance. Outbreeding depression and
heterosis are expected to occur in progeny of parents
separated by the distance approximately equal or
acceding effective genetic neighborhood, that is, the
distance of limited seed and pollen flow. Under two
scenarios of drift alone and drift with uniform selection
both genetic relatedness and hybridization effects will
correspond to the scale of limited gene flow, while under
diversifying selection in a spatially heterogeneous
environment they will be related to the scale of environ-
mental heterogeneity. The latter scale must exceed the
former one because otherwise homogenizing effect of
gene flow will prevent local adaptation. Therefore, we
designed a study to investigate the within-population
hybridization (¼ outbreeding) effect and its relation-
ship with genetic relatedness of the crossed parents
in a predominant selfer at a small spatial scale ranging
1–400 m. This range of distances was chosen to embrace
the possible scale of microhabitat differences in soil,
topography or biotic interactions (Nevo et al., 1986, 2005;
Huang et al., 2002) and range of gene flow (either
through seed or pollen) (Wagner and Allard, 1991; Volis

et al., 2010) in wild barley. Spatial environmental
heterogeneity was not observed in the studied popula-
tions but could not be excluded as a possibility
(for example, microclimate or spatially structured
plant–pathogen interactions). We addressed the follow-
ing questions: (1) does performance of crosses and
progeny depend on genetic relatedness of the parents?
(2) does performance of progeny change from F1 to F3

and what is the role of epistasis and heterosis in this
process? and (3) is there any evidence for distance-
dependent outbreeding depression?

Materials and methods

Study species and sampling
Hordeum spontaneum Koch is a predominantly selfing
(498%, Brown et al., 1978) winter annual grass widely
distributed in Israel across different environments
(Harlan and Zohary, 1966).

As a result of outcrossing effects, such as heterosis and
outbreeding depression, may depend on the particular
population history (that is, population size and its
temporal fluctuations, plant density, patchiness of
environment), and the observed heterozygosity, the plant
material was collected at three locations in Israel
separated by 4100 km. These locations represent three
distinct environments and vegetation communities:
Mediterranean grassland (AM); batha (BG); and desert
(SB) (for details, see Volis et al., 2002). At each location
sampling was carried out during March–April 2001 in
linear transects at fixed distances (0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100
and 400 m, except for the BG site wherein the 400 m
distance class was not collected). The nine transects
within each location were separated by at least 100 m.

A single spikelet (¼ seed) was taken at each sample site.
These spikelets were germinated and plants grown in a
greenhouse in the following season. For genetic analysis,
the leaves were collected at the two-leaf stage and stored
under �20 1C. Plants grown from seeds collected from each
plant were used in the crossing experiment.

Although no visible microhabitats were detected in
any population environment and the populations
were chosen paying special attention to homogeneity of
their environments, presence of spatial heterogeneity
that is not visible, and scale of this heterogeneity, can
be revealed by spatial autocorrelation analysis that
uses some measure of microsite quality. Soil nitrogen
was used as such a proxi to soil spatial heterogeneity
in numerous studies (for example, Lechowicz and Bell,
1991; Miller et al., 1995; Schlesinger et al., 1996).
Specifically in wild barley, very large differences in soil
nutrient status between sites of locally adapted popula-
tions were detected (Verhoeven et al., 2004) and selective
role of nutrient status in population divergence was
shown experimentally (Verhoeven et al., 2004; Volis et al.,
2004b).

Therefore, to ensure that the populations occupy
spatially homogeneous (that is, with no detectable micro-
habitats) environment, at each sampling point a soil
sample was taken together with a spikelet. Spatial
heterogeneity of three population environments was
assessed by measuring nutrient availability in the soil.
Available soil nitrogen (NO3

�) was measured in the
soil cores. The soil was sieved and 10 g (fresh weight)
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were processed according to standard protocols
(Mulvaney, 1996). The three population locations had
different soil type (loess, rendzina and Terra Rossa)
and therefore differed in available nitrogen (18.7±2.9,
15.6±1.1 and 13.7±1.1 p.p.m., SB, BG and AM, respec-
tively). However, no significant spatial autocorrelation of
nitrogen availability was detected in any of the three
populations. Although the autocorrelation coefficient for
the first distance class of 1 m was positive, it was not
statistically significant (r¼ 0.088, 0.077, 0.194, P40.05)
for populations SB, BG and AM, respectively.

Crossing design
Within-transect crosses were performed in 2005 by
artificial pollination of a ‘zero-distance’ mother plant
with pollen of plants sampled at fixed distances from it
(1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 400 m) (P plants) (Figure 1).
Crossing was carried out using a protocol developed for
Hordeum vulgare. The procedure started with ear emas-
culation (that is, removal of immature anthers) at the
bolting stage, when the awn emerged 3–5 cm from the
leaf sheath but the inflorescences were still enclosed
within the leaf sheath. Then the leaf sheath was folded
back, enclosed in a paper bag, which was closed at base
with a paperclip to prevent dehydration. Pollination was
performed 3 days after emasculation when the flowers
on the mother plant were open and the style at the base
of the flower was clearly exposed. Mature anthers with
pollen (which were yellow in contrast to the white
anthers that had already released pollen) collected from
the pollen donor, were deposited in each recipient flower.
Then the pollinated ear was enclosed again within the
paper bag, and marked with the date of pollination and
the pollen donor plant.

In total, 198 crosses (81% of performed cross-pollina-
tions) were successful. The produced hybrids (F1) and
two generations of their self-pollinated offspring (F2

and F3) were analyzed for their relative performance (RP)
as compared with the self-pollinated 00zero-plants00 in
subsequent experiments (Figure 1).

Common garden experiments
The hybrids (F1), regarded as families of full-sibs nested
within half-sibs families, and their self-pollinated offspring
(F2) were grown together with plants derived from self-
pollinated ‘zero-plant’ parent in two consecutive seasons,
2005–2006 and 2006–2007. The experiments had identical
experimental design and differed only in number of plants
used and amount of water supplied. Owing to the limited
number of F1 seeds because of relatively low success of
artificial pollination, it was not possible to plant simulta-
neously F1 and F2 generations. And because of the large
number of families it was not possible to plant both
mother and father plants. Therefore, our experimental
design corresponded to a one-directional gene flow by
pollen. Seeds were simultaneously germinated in an
incubator at 24 1C and transferred into 3 l pots arranged
in a greenhouse using a completely randomized design.
The number of replications per family was from two to
four in the season 2005–2006 (average 3.36±0.07) and from
seven to eight in the season 2006–2007 (7.40±0.10). The
number of full-sibs families for populations SB, BG and
AM in the season 2005–2006 was 55, 63 and 70, and in the
season 2006–2007 it was 55, 53 and 54, respectively. In total,
685 and 1316 plants were grown in the two experiments.
The pots were filled with the sieved soil from original
population location (loess, rendzina and Terra Rossa for
SB, BG and AM population, respectively). During these
experiments, plants received an amount of water as close
as possible to the multiyear average rainfall amount
recorded by the meteorological service (95, 418 and
595 mm over years 1961–2005 for SB, BG and AM location,
respectively), but compensated for higher evaporation rate
as compared with natural soil conditions. Evaporation rate
was adjusted for ambient temperature. The winter season
of 2005–2006 was warmer than the following season
and this is reflected in the water amount supplied to the
plants. The plants received 188, 328 and 555 mm in the
season 2005–2006, and 77, 295 and 419 mm in the season
2006–2007 (SB, BG and AM origin, respectively). Watering
was carried out twice a week through drip-irrigation
system. The estimates of plant fitness included total
number of seeds produced by a plant and total weight
of seeds produced by a plant. As spikelets obtained by
hand pollination were often smaller than self-pollinated
ones, the F1 spikelets used in the 2005–2006 experiment
were individually weighted and spikelet weight was used
as a covariate. There was no need for individual weighing
of F2 spikelets because of low variation in their sizes.

An additional experiment was set up to estimate
fitness at the early stage of plant development. In this
experiment, seeds of F2 and F3 were arranged in boxes
8� 8� 10 cm filled with a soil from original population
location as a grid of 4� 4 seeds (F2) or 6� 6 seeds (F3).
Two replicates were used for each family and the number
of germinated seeds in two boxes was pooled to estimate
seed viability measured as germination fraction. Water
was applied twice simulating two events of heavy rain
(15 mm of rainfall) separated by one week. Amount of
10 mm of rainfall is considered a threshold for germina-
tion of wild barley (Gutterman, 1993).

Assessment of genetic relatedness
Ten polymorphic and presumably neutral nuclear micro-
satellite loci (Bmac0030, Bmac0113, Bmac0316, Bmag0222,

…
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Figure 1 Diagrammatic presentation of the pollination experiment
in which progeny of the self-pollinated ‘zero-distance’ plant (a) was
compared with progeny of crosses between ‘zero-distance’ plant
and plants separated by increasing distance from it (b).
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Bmac0218, EBmac0824, EBmac0403, HVM20, HvOle
and WMC1E8, for details, see Volis et al., 2010) were used
to estimate the plant genetic relatedness. The loci were
amplified with PCR according to Schuelke (2000) with
minor modifications, and stained with the fluorescent-
labeled M13(-21) primers FAM, NED, PET and VIC. The
PCR products were detected and sized by the ABI PRISM
3700 DNA Analyzer at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem,
Israel. The data were analyzed using Peak Scanner Software
v1.0 (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

In our study, the distances between sampled seeds
along transects were the exact one-dimensional coordi-
nates for each sampled plant. Therefore, the pairwise
genetic relatedness (kinship) coefficients were obtained
for each transect separately. We estimated the kinship
coefficients for all pairs of individuals in transects
using the statistic of Ritland (1996) as implemented
in GENALEX (Peakall and Smouth, 2006). The mean
population multilocus kinship coefficients for each
distance class were provided with 2SE obtained by
jackknifing over transects.

Data analysis
The general linear model of Statistica (StatSoft Inc., 2004)
was used to analyze two performance traits, seed
number and total seed mass, separately for F1 and F2

hybrids as they were measured in two separate experi-
ments. The model included as terms population, transect
nested within population, crossing distance and interac-
tions of crossing distance with population and with
transect. Population and crossing distance were treated
as fixed effects and transect was treated as a random
effect. The F1 data analysis included also initial spikelet
weight as a covariate. Before entering this covariate as an
effect, homogeneity of the slopes assumption of analysis
of covariance was tested for this variable. As an
interaction of initial spikelet weight with all other effects
was not significant, it was entered into the GLM.

Similar generalized linear model of Statistica (StatSoft
Inc., 2004) including all the above factors and their
interactions was used to analyze germination percentage.
The model assumed Poisson distribution for the errors
and the logit link.

To estimate outbreeding depression or heterosis effect,
RP was calculated for each generation/family following
Agren and Schemske (1993) as RP¼ (wh�ws)/max(ws,
wh) where ws is the fitness of selfed ‘zero-plants’ and wh

is the fitness of F1, F2 or F3 progeny of hybrids for
crossing distance h. The RP values are bounded by –1
and þ 1 with positive values indicating higher fitness of
hybrids as compared with selfed individuals.

An effect of genetic relatedness and crossing distance
on performance of F1, F2 and F3 plants was tested
through simple linear and polynomial regression ana-
lyses.

Results

Population differences in heterozygosity
In all three populations expected heterozygosity was
high, showing that in this species genetic diversity at
population level is high in spite of the selfing breeding
structure.

Two populations (SB and AM) had low observed
heterozygosity (0.078 and 0.008) and high inbreeding
coefficient (0.895 and 0.981), consistent with data
repeatedly reported in the literature. In contrast, the BG
population had an atypically high number of hetero-
zygotes (Ho¼ 0.251 and FIS¼ 0.593) (Table 1).

Effect of genetic relatedness of parents
The kinship coefficients calculated for distance classes
ranging 1–400 m indicated spatial genetic structure at a
scale of between 1 and 2 m (Table 1), consistent with the
results of an explicit analysis of spatial autocorrelation
(Volis et al., 2010). Therefore, on average, crosses between
plants separated by more than 2 m produced progeny
more outbred than crosses between plants within
that range.

There was no linear or curvilinear effect of genetic
relatedness on performance of either F1 (fecundity),
F2 (fecundity and seed viability) or F3 generations
(seed viability) (R2 ranged 0.001–0.107, P40.05) for any
population and over all populations.

Effect of crossing distance
Germination of F2, but not F3 seeds was affected by
whether their self-pollinated parents came from out-
crossed or self-pollinated P plants (Figure 2). The average
RP for the F2 generation across all crossing distances
(1–400 m for SB and AM populations and 1–100 m for
BG population) for germination percentage was �0.051,
�0.160, �0.202 (t¼ 3.3, 5.0, 9.2; P¼ 0.017, 0.002, 0.001;
one-sample t-test) for SB, BG and AM, respectively,
indicating an outbreeding depression effect in all three
populations (Figure 2). In the F3 generation, a small
outbreeding depression effect was still present in the BG
population (RP¼�0.053; t¼ 3.2, P¼ 0.017; one-sample
t-test), but not in the other two populations (RP¼�0.001
and �0.013; t¼ 0.1 and 1.0, P40.1; one-sample t-test)
(Figure 2). There was an effect of crossing distance on
germination percentage in F2 but not in F3 (Table 2). In
addition, in the F2 generation, effects of population,
transect and transect� cross-distance were also signi-
ficant (Table 2), indicating that outbreeding depression

Table 1 Observed (Ho) and expected heterozygosity (He), inbreed-
ing coefficient (FIS) and multilocus kinship coefficients (F) in the
three populations

Parameter Population

SB BG AM

Ho 0.08 (0.04) 0.25 (0.07) 0.01 (0.01)
He 0.67 (0.06) 0.64 (0.04) 0.62 (0.04)
FIS 0.90 (0.05) 0.59 (0.10) 0.98 (0.01)
F(1) 0.37 (0.10) 0.23 (0.08) 0.42 (0.08)
F(2) 0.26 (0.06) 0.10 (0.04) 0.21 (0.04)
F(5) 0.10 (0.08) 0.04 (0.03) 0.08 (0.04)
F(10) 0.08 (0.04) 0.11 (0.03) 0.19 (0.05)
F(20) 0.03 (0.04) 0.02 (0.02) 0.04 (0.02)
F(50) 0.04 (0.06) 0.01 (0.01) 0.02 (0.02)
F(100) 0.05 (0.07) �0.01 (0.02) �0.02 (0.02)
F(400) 0.16 (0.13) — 0.09 (0.04)

The population multilocus kinship coefficients for each distance
class are provided with 2SE obtained by jackknifing over transects
(in parentheses).
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effect differed among the populations and transects
(that is, offspring of different mother plants).

Seed number and total seed mass showed similar
responses in the experiments, both being significantly
influenced by population and transect with no effect of
crossing distance and any interaction in F1. In the F2, the
picture was the same except for no effect of population
for seed number (Table 2). In the F1, the seed number and

seed mass RP for hybrids was �0.093, 0.045, �0.040
(t¼ 6.4, 0.9, 2.0; P¼ 0.001, 0.423, 0.088; one-sample t-test)
and �0.098, 0.105, 0.024 (t¼ 5.9, 2.0, 1.2; P¼ 0.001, 0.094,
0.280; one-sample t-test) (SB, BG and AM, respectively),
indicating heterosis effect in BG population, outbreeding
depression effect in SB population and no clear effect in
the AM population (Figure 3). In the F2, the seed number
and seed mass RP for hybrids was 0.008, �0.078, 0.027
(t¼ 0.3, 8.3, 2.7; P¼ 0.747, 0.001, 0.029; one-sample t-test)
and 0.063, �0.052, �0.003 (t¼ 2.7, 7.5, 0.2; P¼ 0.034,
0.001, 0.852, one-sample t-test) (SB, BG and AM, respec-
tively), showing outbreeding depression in BG population,
and no consistent effect in the other two populations
(Figure 3).

A regression between the plant RP and the logarithm
of crossing distance revealed no simple linear relation-
ship for any fitness component in any of the three
populations. A curvilinear relationship between the
logarithm of crossing distance and some fitness compo-
nents was found in the BG and AM populations,
indicating a maximum of hybrid vigor (F1) and out-
breeding depression (F2) at intermediate distances
(Table 3). This relationship, however, became not signi-
ficant after sequential Bonferroni correction.

There was no difference in variation in either seed
number or seed mass between ‘zero-plant’ parent and F2

progeny from particular distance class (Levene’s test of
variance homogeneity, P40.05). However, in two popu-
lations, AM and especially in the SB population, a range
of variation in F2 in many distance classes was higher
than in the ‘zero-plant’ parent (Figure 4), showing
presence of new recombined genotypes with improved
or reduced fitness. In the BG population, the opposite
variation pattern was observed, viz wide range of
variation in F1 and its reduction in F2.

Discussion

Outbreeding depression or hybrid breakdown, defined
as a reduction in fitness of hybrids as compared with
progeny derived through self-fertilization (a specific case
of outbreding depression for a self-pollinated organism),
includes two possible mechanisms. Each mechanism
implies an appropriate scale over which the outbreeding
depression effect is expected. An ‘ecological’ mechanism
(Price and Waser, 1979) is applicable to the cases when
genotypes adapted to particular habitats are crossed. The
appropriate scale for this mechanism is related to the

Table 2 Analysis of seed number and total seed mass in F1 and F2 by general linear model (GLM) and of germination fraction in F2 and F3 by
generalized linear model (GLZ)

Source df F seed
number

F seed
mass

df F seed
number

F seed
mass

df Log-likelihood
germination

w2 test df Log-likelihood
germination

w2 test

F1 F2 F2 F3

Population 2 22.9*** 37.7*** 2 2.8 13.3*** 2 �1037 145*** 2 �145.2 0.1 NS
Transect (Population) 24 2.4*** 2.6*** 20 24.1*** 21.5*** 23 �964 504*** 23 �145.0 0.1 NS
Cross-distance 8 1.2 0.8 NS 8 1.1 1.0 NS 8 �712 153*** 8 �145.2 0.2 NS
Population � cross-distance 15 0.7 0.9 NS 15 1.9 1.4 NS 0 �139 0 0 �144.7 0
Transect (Population)
� cross-distance

71 1.2 1.1 NS 118 0.8 0.8 NS 128 �636 994*** 111 �144.7 0.6 NS

Initial seed weight 1 0.3 0.1 NS
Error 490 1102

***Po0.001; NS, not significant.
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Figure 2 RP estimated as differences in seed viability in F2 and F3

plants (±s.e.) that resulted from crosses between plants separated
by increasing distance in three populations of wild barley. Positive
and negative values denote better and poorer performance,
respectively, of the hybrids as compared with the self-pollinated
mother plants.
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spatial changes in selection regime. In our study, the
linear transects were set randomly in each population
location and the environment occupied by a population
had no distinct microhabitats or clines of abiotic/biotic
effects. The latter was an important criterion for choosing
the three populations. The autocorrelation effect was not
significant for any distance class, when available nitro-
gen was used as a proxy to spatial heterogeneity in soil.
However, in spite of no indication of spatial hetero-
geneity, local adaptation and ecological mechanism can
not be ruled out because adaptive genetic differentiation

in plants can occur at the very fine spatial scale. For
example, adaptive microevolution of plant resistance to
pathogens was shown at a scale of meters in Plantago
lanceolata (Laine, 2006). In this study, the host plants
showed higher resistance to sympatric than to allopatric
strains of powdery mildew Podoshaera plantaginis.
A similar process, viz local adaptation to particular
strains of the same pathogen or a combination of several
pathogen species, can be invoked to explain the observed
pattern of spatial genetic structure and outbreeding
depression in wild barley. However, this process is not
mutually exclusive with a ‘genetic’ mechanism of
outbreeding depression. We explicitly designed our
study to test for the ‘genetic’ mechanism, which
hypothesizes that combined effects of uniform selection,
limited gene flow between and drift within sub-popula-
tions lead to rapid fixation of coadapted gene complexes
by epistatic interactions, which break up in sub-popula-
tion crosses (Price and Waser, 1979; Campbell and Waser,
1987). The different coadapted gene combinations can be
viewed as ‘adaptive peaks’, which evolved as multiple
solutions to the same environmental challenge and not as
a response to differential selection caused by environ-
mental heterogeneity (Whitlock et al., 1995; Bieri and
Kawecki, 2003). A scale, at which outbreeding depres-
sion, that is, breakage of these gene complexes, will occur
in hybrids, will be a function of a spatial distance of
major gene flow through pollen and seeds (Campbell
and Waser, 1987; Epperson, 1989; Heywood, 1991).

The genetic mechanism of outbreeding depression
predicts that under the strong effect of drift combined
with limited dispersal we expect individuals located in
close proximity to be more genetically similar, and
therefore to show less outbreeding depression and less
heterosis. We found spatial genetic structure at a scale of
between 1 and 2 m (Volis et al., 2010 and this study)
implying that plants within this distance are genetically
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Figure 3 RP estimated as differences in seed number (left) and total seed mass (right) in F1 and F2 plants (±s.e.) that resulted from crosses
between plants separated by increasing distance in three populations of wild barley. Positive and negative values denote better and poorer
performance, respectively, of the hybrids as compared with the self-pollinated mother plants.

Table 3 Results of regression of relative performance in germina-
tion, seed number and total seed mass on logarithm of crossing
distance in each of the three populations

F1 F2 F3

bX bX2 bX bX2 bX bX2

Germination
SB — — �0.032 0.010 0.001 �0.004
BG — — �0.339* 0.151* �0.046 0.020
AM — — �0.379** 0.144* �0.007 �0.001

Seed number
SB �0.063 0.007 �0.087 0.043 — —
BG 0.430* 0.023* �0.137** 0.057* — —
AM 0.044 �0.021 �0.015 0.003 — —

Total seed mass
SB �0.070 0.005 �0.053 0.030 — —
BG 0.398* �0.231* �0.088 0.028 — —
AM 0.114 �0.050* �0.053 0.013 — —

The bX and bX2 are the linear and quadratic regression coefficients
from the curvilinear fit model. The asterisks denote significance of
the relationship before applying sequential Bonferroni correction.
**Po0.01; *Po0.05.
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closely related producing progeny more inbred than
other crosses.

However, we did not find a clear spatial pattern in
effect of hybridization. An apparent nonlinear relation-
ship of geographic distance and performance of the cross
progeny detected in the two of three populations became
not significant after sequential Bonferroni adjustment
and plant performance was independent of plant genetic
relatedness. This can indicate that a distance of 1 m, the
smallest sampling/crossing distance used in this study,
exceeds the radius of major seed dispersal and genetic
neighborhood in wild barley. Indeed, primary seed
dispersal in wild barley (X95%), measured experimen-
tally, was estimated to be within 1.2 m of the seed plant
(Volis et al., 2010). Thus, a possible explanation for a lack
of association between RP of hybrids and either genetic
relatedness of parents or crossing distance is that plants
separated by as small distance as 1 m represent differ-
entiated gene pools. As these gene pools can partly
overlap, plants 1–2 m apart are more genetically similar
than those separated by larger distances, but still differ in
epistatic interactions. As a result of fine spatial, mosaic-
like, genetic structure, magnitude of the difference in
epistatic interactions does not change with distance.

There was high variation in plant performances across
populations, transects and crossing distances (in decreas-
ing order). On average, in spite of the small in magnitude
fitness effects, occasional hybridization (that is, cross-
pollination) seems to produce more plants with superior
than inferior fitness as compared with self-progeny.
However, this heterosis effect is very short lived and
disappears or becomes negligible after a single genera-
tion of self-pollination. Our results support theoretical

predictions that heterosis effects are most evident in the
first generation of crossing, while effects of epistasis are
revealed in subsequent generations under segregation
and recombination of loci (Lynch, 1991). For example,
a strong effect of outbreeding depression was observed
for the F3 generation of hybrids between two biotypes
of Amphicarpea bracteata, a highly selfing annual plant
(Parker, 1992). Parker (1992) attributed this effect to
intrinsic coadaptation and not to local adaptation
because of lack of any association of the biotypes with
distinct environments. Interestingly, while most hybrids
in this study had low fitness, a single most fit plant was a
hybrid individual.

In our study, an outbreeding depression effect was
observed in the F2 generation for seed germination
ability. However, in the F3 generation this effect
disappeared. Thus purging selection, responsible for
disappearance of the outbreeding depression effect in the
F3, seems to operate at the earliest stage of the life cycle,
through viability and germination ability of seeds.
Elimination of new maladaptive gene combinations after
a few generations of selfing witnesses a strong purging
selection in wild barley.

Rapid disappearance of outbreeding effect was also
found in a highly inbred perennial herb Anchusa crispa
(Quilichini et al., 2001). In this species, outbreeding
depression was expressed in both the F1 and F2 gene-
rations but not when selfed and outcrossed F2 produced
from selfed F1 were compared. The negative outbreeding
effect was observed on a highly localized scale between
patches of individuals several meters apart. Another
similarity between our results and those reported in
Quilichini et al. (2001) is that in both cases outbreeding
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depression was expressed not in seed set but in seed
quality evident either during seed germination (this
study) or seedling growth (Quilichini et al., 2001).

Interestingly, heterosis in F1 and outbreeding depres-
sion in F2 for seed production were observed only in the
population with unusually high number of heterozy-
gotes (BG). This fits well a hypothesis that spatially
isolated highly inbred genotypes are co-adapted gene
complexes that were sieved by selection, while hetero-
zygotes are characteristic for the transient phase of this
process, when segregation and purging of maladaptive
genotypes have not yet occurred.

There is a certain parallel between our results and
observations of Zohary on a fate of spontaneous hybrid
swarms of wild two-rowed and cultivated six-rowed
barley that are sporadically encountered at edges of
barley cultivation and in disturbed contact sites (Zohary,
1964, 1971). These swarms contained parental forms and
a diverse range of intermediates and recombinants (up to
5% of the total population). Observations on population
dynamics of these swarms revealed dramatic change in
their diversity, with typical wild form taking over
completely in only 2 to 3 years. It seems to be a general
rule that inferiorly fit recombinant genotypes are purged
very quickly from the barley population.

In summary, our study provides some insights on
evolutionary importance of (i) spatial structure and (ii)
occasional cross-pollination, in predominantly selfing
species. The commonly observed population structure of
divergent multilocus genotypes in selfing plant species
was hypothesized to be the outcome of selection for the
most fit coadapted sets of genes (Allard, 1975; Allard
et al., 1993). Yet, this hypothesis received little empirical
support (Hedrick and Holden, 1979; Golenberg, 1987;
Keller and Waller, 2002). In our study, we observed a
fine-scale spatial structure and a reduction in fitness of
recombined genotypes in the first generation of segre-
gation. These findings support the view that a spatial
mosaic of various locally abundant genotypes represents
not randomly fixed sets of alleles but the best fit
coadapted combinations of the latter given sufficient
genetic variation in a population for selection to work on.
The coadapted gene complexes in wild barley can
represent different solutions to either the same environ-
mental problem (‘adaptive peaks’) or to the multiple
biotic/abiotic problems at the very fine spatial scale
(local microadaptations). A situation can be even more
complicated with both mechanisms simultaneously
present and operating at the similar spatial scale p2 m
at which major seed dispersal occurs (Volis et al., 2010).
In contrast, some gene flow through sexual recombina-
tion seems to be important in a predominant selfer to
prevent accumulation of mildly deleterious mutations
(Fritsche and Kaltz, 2000; Lenormand and Otto, 2000;
Johansen-Morris and Latta, 2006) and fixation of bene-
ficial alleles in different genetic neighborhoods (Hill and
Robertson, 1966; Felsenstein, 1974). In predominant
selfers, occasional sexual recombination creates new
combinations of alleles among and within loci, of which
only a small fraction will persist over generations
because of higher fitness than in existing combinations.
However, occasional creation of such genotypes may be
an important mechanism by which the beneficial muta-
tions are brought together within the same individual
(Muller, 1932; Barton and Otto, 2005; Martin et al., 2006;

Roze and Barton, 2006). An evolutionary advantage of
the latter effect can be especially pronounced under
changing environmental conditions. Ronfort and Couvet
(1995) showed that population subdivision (which is
commonly observed in predominant selfers) creates
conditions for evolutionary stable mixed mating system.
A degree of outcrossing in predominant selfers may
reflect importance of this mechanism in evolution of a
particular species. It should be noted that although our
findings are in general consistent with the multiple peak
adaptive landscape theory of Wright (Wright, 1931)
further theoretical developments and modeling of multi-
ple-peak epistasis in a subdivided population incorpor-
ating selfing/inbreeding are needed.
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